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DOWGATE MTF – FEE SCHEDULE

Execution Fees
Execution fees are based on a combination of (a) the type of trade, i.e. whether an outright trade or a
switch; (b) the maturity band of the instrument selected; (c) the product type selected; and (d) the
trading protocol chosen (if applicable). The Fees for using the Dowgate MTF are set out in the tables
below:
Bonds
Maturity Band

Standard
Execution Fee

Periodic Volume
Match Fee

Passive Fee

Conventional European government bonds with
a maturity of less than 1 year

0.10 cents

0.10 cents

0.00 cents

Conventional European government bonds with
a maturity of greater than 1 year

0.15 cents

0.15 cents

0.00 cents

Inflation linked bonds with a maturity of less
than 1 year

0.15 cents

0.15 cents

0.00 cents

Inflation linked bonds with a maturity of greater
than 1 year

0.25 cents

0.25 cents

0.00 cents

The execution fees set out above are subject to the following criteria:
1. Outright trades: The standard execution fee is payable by the Aggressor. The Participant putting the
lit price on the screen will pay the passive fee.
For example, if an inflation linked Euro bond was lifted at a price of 102.00, with a maturity of less
than 1 year, the fee payable by the Aggressor would be the difference between the consideration
payable at 102.00 and that payable at 102.0015. The passive seller’s price would be 102.00. If a
second seller enters the trade, they would pay the standard execution fee similar to the Aggressor.
The second seller’s price would be 101.9985.
2. Switch trade: The standard execution fee is chargeable to the Aggressor on the buy side of the switch
trade. The Participant putting the lit price on the screen will pay the passive fee.
For example, if BONOSei 30 vs BONOSei 33 spread lit offer gets lifted by an Aggressor at 27bps, the
Aggressor pays the standard execution fee on the buy leg (BONOSei 30’s price). The passive seller
pays the Passive Fee on the bond he buys (BONOSei 33s). This passive fee is currently 0. As for the
above, if a second seller enters the trade, they would pay the standard execution fee similar to the
Aggressor.
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Swaps
Type

Standard Execution
Fee

Periodic Volume
Match Fee

Passive Fee

Inflation Swaps

0.08bp

0.06bp

0.00bp

Inflation Swap spreads

0.08bp Gap Charge

0.06bp Gap Charge

0.00bp

The execution fees set out above are subject to the following criteria:
1. The Standard Execution Fee is applicable to all trading in swaps undertaken through the hybrid
protocol or voice protocol;
2. The Periodic Volume Match Fee is applicable to all trading in swaps undertaken through the periodic
volume match protocol
3. Outright trades: The standard execution fee is payable by the Aggressor. The Participant putting the
lit price on the screen will pay the passive fee (see example for bonds).
4. The execution fees displayed are chargeable to both parties to a switch trade. The standard execution
fee is chargeable to the Aggressor on the buy side of the switch trade. The Participant putting the lit
price on the screen will pay the passive fee (see example for bonds).

Definitions
Defined Term

Definition

Agressor

The Participant who actions (“hits” or “takes”) a price input by another
user.

Gap Charge

Gap Charge means that the charge is only applicable to the maturity
difference on the Swap spread. For example, if switching between 15
year and 20 year, the gap charge would be applicable to the 5 year
difference.

Passive Fee

The fee chargeable to a Participant who posts a lit price on the
Dowgate Euro screen which is actioned by an Aggressor.

